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Lawsuit launched by Penguin Random House, Hachette, HarperCollins, 
and Wiley

with the demand to destroy 1,5 millions digital books

Association of European Research Libraries
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EU Commission’s answer

We recognise the important role libraries play in our society and appreciate their 
efforts to support teachers, students and researchers during this challenging 
period. When it comes to the specific copyright law issues raised in the LIBER’s 
statement, we believe that some of them could be addressed under the national 
rules implementing the illustration for teaching exception set out in Article 5 of 
Directive 2001/29/EC. 
In addition, most Member States are currently working on the implementation of 
the Directive on copyright in the Digital Single Market . This Directive provides for 
specific rules to facilitate online distance teaching (Article 5) and online access to 
cultural heritage in the collection of libraries (Articles 8 to 11). The smooth 
transposition of this Directive may contribute to address the challenges described in 
your statement. 
I would encourage LIBER’s national members to engage with the competent 
national authorities responsible for copyright to discuss their concerns and possible 
solutions that may be feasible in the context of EU copyright law.

Copyright Situation

• Public Lending in Directive 2006/115

• Implemented for tangible books

• CJEU, 10 Nov 2016, VOB, C-174/15

• Can be extended for e-books : by lawmaker

• One-Copy-One-User Model  (Controlled 

Distance Lending)

• Digitization + e-Lending: NO
• E-Lending organised by market operation

• Licences + Distributors platforms + DRM

NO EMERGENCY 
OPTION
Ø Strict and legalist 

interpretation v 

Functional interpretation 

(VOB namely)

Ø EU closed list of 

exceptions v TRIPS 

flexibilities

https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=CELEX:32001L0029
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/eli/dir/2019/790/oj
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Market Issue or Public Policy ?

• Licence prevails
• In Covid: absence of licence or no time or manoeuvre for negotiation 
• A permission-first model: illustrated by temporary waivers by publishers
• Many market shortcomings 

• VOB, Ad. Gen.: 
• The importance of books for the preservation of, and access to culture and scientific 

knowledge has always taken precedence over considerations of a purely economic 
nature.
Today, in the digital age, libraries must be able to continue to fulfil the task of cultural 
preservation and dissemination that they performed when books existed only in 
paper format. That, however, is not necessarily possible in an environment that is 
governed solely by the laws of the market. 

• Exceptions are not only market failures, but some should be market 
limitations (Wendy Gordon) 
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Digital Equivalence
• Equivalence to physical lending?

• One copy one user
• No increased access through digital provision

• Or equivalence to the essential mission of libraries ? 
• When digital access supplants physical access and is the only way to culture, 

education and culture ?

• More than a functional interpretation of exception
• A shift of balance between users’ rights of access and technological and 

economic means of exclusion and rivalry
• A need for solutions in copyright to  address emergency situations

taking stock of the exceptionality !


